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1.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

NTT DATA is the sixth most valuable IT service company in the world. We work hand-in-hand with our
customers to generate innovation and offer the best quality and price. NTT DATA is part of the NTT GROUP.

+139,000
professionals

$22
billion
in annual revenue
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6th
most valuable company in
the IT sector

+50
countries where
we operate

2.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Introduction
SAP recently announced the extension of its
SAP ECC maintenance until 2027, with the
possibility of an additional extension until
2030. This allows companies to delay the
decision of when to adopt SAP S/4HANA.
The new date also enables companies to
complete the transfer in a staggered,
orderly manner, with a clear focus and a
roadmap that truly meets their needs. In
short, this announcement ensures companies
can make the best decision possible for their
business.
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2.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Overview
At NTT DATA, we want to provide our
clients with comprehensive advice to help
them choose the right S/4HANA
migration strategy to follow, including
what they want to transition to, as well
as how and when to take the next step.
Once the client’s migration strategy is
defined, the ultimate goal is to identify a
roadmap of initiatives and projects
leading to full implementation of
S/4HANA, as well as an estimation of the
cost involved.
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2.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Key factors
Obtain the best strategy and roadmap for your organisation

Our methodology
Our methodology is based on
four main phases organised
into activities, managers and
dates. Each phase is
supported by tools and
deliverables to be used by the
project’s team.
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Using everis tools
The NTT DATA S4_assessment is
a NTT DATA tool created in Fiori
and hosted on dedicated servers.
It analyses the client’s current
functionalities (e.g. their current
configuration and any
developments), and the impact
this will have on their transition to
S/4HANA.

WS with S/4HANA experts
Highly experienced experts will
add value by explaining the
impact of transitioning to
S/4HANA. What’s more, they
will offer solutions for pain
points involved in each
process.

2.

VALUE PROPOSITION

The NTT DATA S4_assessment launchpad as a differentiating factor
The NTT DATA S4_assessment is a NTT DATA tool created in Fiori and hosted on dedicated servers. It analyses the client’s
current functionalities (e.g. their current configuration and any developments), and the impact this will have on their transition to
S/4HANA.
Information is collected using the following four methods:
•

A questionnaire concerning relevant aspects of the evolution or transition.

•

A process questionnaire for customers undergoing a complete transformation.

•

The automatic extraction of system data. For this process, it will be necessary to connect our tool with the customer's
systems to obtain insights and measure the impact of the transition to S/4HANA on the installation.

•

Workshops.

Graphic of the NTT DATA S4_assessment
launchpad
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Graphic of the NTT DATA S4_assessment process form

Graphic of business indicators that
are relevant to the analysis

3.

SCOPE

The starting point is to map the SAP systems with core functional blocks (and other systems such as a data warehouse
or middleware). These must all be analysed to see how their functional and technological evolution can be carried out
when migrating to S/4HANA.

An objective approach: How will we do it?
• In addition to explaining the technical and
functional impact of the transition to
S/4HANA, Sizes M and L (*) include a
review of processes with the client’s team to
analyse pain points in current processes and
consider proposed solution initiatives. All
options for the transition to S/4HANA will be
analysed.
•
Once the best possible option for Ferrer is
selected, the roadmap will be discussed to
determine cost, time and order for the
initiatives and the migration to S/4HANA.

(*) See “Business Approach” section
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4.

MAIN BENEFITS

The NTT DATA S4 Readiness Assessment package service:
•
•

•

•

•

Helps clients understand the various existing
alternatives.
Identifies the different impacts on the current system.
For example, the assessment evaluates the impact of the
tool’s new embedded analytics capabilities and the range
of planning, BI and consolidation solutions.
Anticipates the potential risks of the S/4HANA
migration project. For example, whether there are code
remediation needs or the possible incompatibility of thirdparty add-ons with S/4HANA.
Helps clients understand the potential improvements
to innovation, digitisation and user experience
provided by this new environment. For example, by
identifying the Fiori apps that add the most value to
customer functionality and improve process automation
using Machine Learning-powered technologies, directly in
S/4HANA or extended with SCP.
Establishes the best strategy for this transition.
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Why everis?
• Unlike other consultants, we offer a global

perspective for clients interested in an approach that
focuses on maintaining investment (a technical
migration) and those with a clear focus on reengineering (a selective migration and new
implementation).
• Our SAP Business Unit is entirely dedicated to SAP
S/4HANA and the management, development,
governance and control of S/4HANA projects and
knowledge. This unit accompanies customers before,
during, and after S4 adoption, with a realistic and
highly practical understanding of innovation.
• A strong, ongoing alliance with SAP.
• Market recognition.

5.

BUSINESS APPROACH

Depending on the unique needs and
situation of each company, different
package ‘sizes’ will be established
to accommodate each client. These
sizes serve as a general guide. The
final proposal will be determined (as
will the number of workshops to be
carried out) at each stage of the
migration project.

(*) Includes S/4HANA Discovery WS (most relevant
Fiori apps and updates)
(*1) One functional WS per process or functional area
and two technical WS to present the results report.
Two additional WS for strategy and roadmap. WS for
S/4HANA system updates are not included.
(*2) In order to successfully carry out the migration, it
is essential that the NTT DATA S4_assessment tool
has been installed before the start of the project.
(*3) The PVP includes installation and use of NTT
DATA S4_assessment tool
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REFERENCES

Projects for new implementation (Greenfield)

Projects for technical migration to S/4HANA
(Brownfield)
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Projects for assessment of S/4HANA adoption

If your company is interested in taking part in an
informative session where we explain how we will
accompany you along your migration journey to
S/4HANA, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Please contact:
Daniel Benito García
Senior Manager SAP S/4HANA NTT DATA
dbenitog@nttdata.com
María Pérez Monje
Head Key Line S/4HANA NTT DATA
Maria.Perez.Monje@nttdata.com

